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AN ACT
REIJATING TO OBSCENE ¡{ATERIAIJ' CO!{I{ERCIAIJ SEXUAL ACTMTY'
AND HUIIAN TRAFFICKING, AND PROVIDING PENAIJTIES AND üAKTNG
PENAI,TIES APPI,TCABIJE.

BE

IT

ENACtrED BY TEE GENERAI, ASSEI{BI,Y OF TEE STATE OF IOIÍA:

Section 1. Section 692A.L02, subsection I' paragraph cr
Code Supplenent 20LL, is amended by aclding the following new
subparagraphs

(032) Solícitation of commercial sexual
activity in violation of section 7104.24.
NEW SUBPARAGRAPE.
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Sec. 2. Section 7104.1, subsection 4, Code 201f is
to read as follows:

2

amended

4. a. "Euman trafficking" means participating in a venture
to recruit, harbor, transport, supply provisions, or obtain a
person for any of the following purposes
¿rT (1) f'orced labor or service that results in involuntary
servitude, peonage' debt bondage t ot slavery.
* (2) Commercial sexual activity through the use of force,
fraudr or coercion, except that if the trafficked person is
under the age of eighteen, the commercial sexual activity need
not involve force, fraud t ot coercion.
b. "Iluman traffÍckÍng" a]-so means knowîngly purchasi-ng or
attempting to purchase services involving commercial sexual
activity from a victim or another person engaged in human
trafficking.
Sec. 3. Section 7l-0A.2' Code 2011, is amended by adding the
following new subsection:
NEW SUBSECTION. 8. A person's ignorance of the age of the
victim or a belief that the victim was older is no defense to a
violation of this section.
Sec. 4. NEw SECTION. 7104.24 Solicitation of conmercial
sexual activity.
A person shalI not entice' coercer or recruit t ot attempt
to entice, coerce, or recruit either a person under the age of
eighteen or a law enforcement officer or agent representing
oneself to be under the age of eighteen, to engage in a
A person who violates this section
commercial sexual activity.
conmits a class "D" felony.
Sec. 5. Section 728.1, subsection 7r pârâgraphs e through g,
Code 2011, are amended to read as follows:
€. Sadomasochistic abuse of a minor for the purpose of
arousing or satisfying the sexual desires of a person who may
view a visual depiction of the abuse.
f. Sadomasochistic abuse of a person by a minor for the
purpose of arousing or satisfying the sexual desires of a
person who may view a visual depiction of the abuse.
g. Nudity of a minor for the purpose of arousing or
satisfying the sexual desires of a person who may view a visual
depiction of the nude minor.
Sec. 6, Section 728.I, Code 2011, is amended by adding the
following new subsection:
NEW SUBSECTION. 11. "Visual depictÍon" means but is
not linited to any picture, slide, photograph, digital or
s
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electronic image, negative image, undeveloped fi1m, motion
picture, videotâpe, digital or electronic recording, live
transmissionr or other pictorial or three-dimensional
representation.
Sec. 7. Section 728.12, subsection 1, Code 2011, is amended
to read as follows:
1. It shall be unlawful to employ, use, persuade, induce,
entice, coerce¡ solicit, knowingly permit, or otherwise cause
or attempt to cause a minor to engage in a prohibited sexual
act or in the simulation of a prohibited sexual act. A person
must know, or have reason to know, or intend that the act
or simulated act may be photographed, filmedr or otherwise
preserved in a

in an eleeèrenie¡ magneÈie¡ or opËieal sÈorage s!¡sÈem¡ er in
visual depiction. A person
who commits a violation of this subsection commits a class
"C" felony. Notwithstanding section 902.9, the court may
assess a fine of not more than fifty thousand dollars for each
offense under this subsection in addition to imposing any other
authorized sentence.
Sec. L section 728.I2, subsection 3, unnumbered paragraph
1, Code 2011, is amended to read as follows:
It shall be unlawful to knowingly purchase or possess a
negaÈive¡ slide¡ booki magazine¡ eompuÈer¡ eomftuÈer disk¡ or
oÈher prinÈ or visual meêium¡ or an eleeÈronie¡ magneÈie¡ or

tl*:e¡-epie+s visual depiction of a minor engaging in a
prohibited sexual act or the simulation of a prohibited sexual
act. A visual depiction containing pictorial representations
of different minors shall be prosecuted and punished as
separate offenses for each pictorial representation of a
different minor in the visual depiction. Eowever' violations
of this subsection involving multiple visual depictions of the
minor shal1 be prosecuted and punished as one offense.
A person who commits a violation of this subsection commits
an aggravated misdemeanor for a first offense and a class
"D" felony for a second or subsequent offense. For purposes
of this subsection, an offense is considered a second or
subsequent offense if, prior to the person's having been
convicted under this subsection, any of the following apply:
Sec. 9. Section 728.14, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
same
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728.14 Commercial- film and photographic print processor
reports of depictions of minors engaged in prohibited sexual
actg.

1. A commercial filn and photographic print processor
who has knowledge of or observes, within the scope of the
processor's professional capacity or employment, a €**nz
visual

depiction of a minor whom the processor knows or reasonably
should know to be under the age of eighteen, engaged in a
prohibited sexual act or in the simulation of a prohibited
sexual act, shall report the visual depiction to the county
attorney immediately or as soon as possible as required in this
section. The processor shal1 not report to the county attorney
visual depictions involving mere nudity of the minor' but shaIl
report visual depictions involving a prohibited sexual act.
This section shall not be construed to require a processor
to review all €ilms¡ pheÈegralths¡ viêee Èapes¡ negaÈives¡ er
sJåd€s visual depictions delivered to the processor within the
processor's professional capacity or employment.
2. For purposes of this section, þrohÍbÍted sexuaf act"
means any of the following:
ê!, A sex act as defined in section 702.17.
b, An act of bestiality involving a minor.
c. Fondling or touching the pubes or genitals of a minor for
the purpose of arousing or satisfying the sexual desires of a
person who may view a visual depiction of the act.
d. Fondling or touching the pubes or genitals of a person by
a minor for the purpose of arousing or satisfying the sexual
desires of a person who may view a visual depiction of the act.
e. Sadomasochistic abuse of a minor for the purpose of
arousing or satisfying the sexual desires of a person who may
view a visual depiction of the abuse.
f. Sadomasochistic abuse of a person by a minor for the
purpose of arousing or satisfying the sexual desires of a
person who may view a visual depiction of the abuse.
g. Nudity of a minor for the purpose of arousing or
satisfying the sexual desires of a person who may view a visual
depiction of the nude minor.
+ 3. A person who violates this section is guilty of a
simple misdemeanor.
Sec. 10. Section 9l-5.87, subsection 2t paragraph b' Code
2011, is amended to read as follows:
b, The victim assisting, attempting t oÍ committing a
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criminal act. This paragraph shall not apply to a victim under
the age of eighteen involved in commercial sexual activity as
defined in section 7104.L.
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